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3 1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we use the idea of primitive categories as defined and 
studied by B. ECKMANN and P. J. HILTON in [4], in order to establish 
general categories which are generalizations of the categories of topological 
spaces, topological semigroups, topological monoids, topological loops 
and topological groups respectively. 
The advantages of our approach is that it enables one to deal with 
the properties which are common to these categories at the same time 
and in the context of general categories. For example, theorem 4.2 expresses 
the fact that the topological product of topological semigroups (resp. 
topological monoids, topological loops, etc.) is again a topological semi- 
group (resp. topological monoid, topological loop, etc.), in the context of 
general categories. On the other hand our approach also makes it possible 
to genera.lize properties which are peculiar to each of the above-mentioned 
categories, to results in general categories. For example, theorem 4.8 
generalizes the fact that topological groups are homogeneous, to general 
categories. 
In section 3 we define the concepts of T-objects and T-morphisms in 
general categories, and prove theorems concerning induced T-objects and 
products of T-objects. We also prove a few useful propositions like 3.3 
and 3.4 which deal with the inverse images and images of subobjects 
under the projection morphisms of direct products. Section 3 is concluded 
with two remarks on how T-objects give rise to Ehresmann topological 
objects and Grothendieck topologies. 
In [3] ECKMANN and HILTON generalized the group axioms to a general 
D-category V (i.e. %? has finite direct products and zero morphisms). 
By a a-object in 5% we will mean a pair (A, a), A an object of ‘X and 
a: A x A --f A a morphism of V, which satisfies any particular combi- 
nation of the generalized group axioms. In section 4 we combine the 
concept of T-objects with that of V-objects by defining (Q, T)-objects 
in general categories. Hence, we obtain complete (c, T)-primitive cate- 
gories %?(Q, T) over an underlying category %‘, i.e. the objects of %‘(a, T) 
are all (a, T)-objects in $7. We prove that, under certain conditions, 
subobjects and products of objects of U(g, T) again belong to U(_U, T). 
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Furthermore, the definition of homogeneous topological spaces is gener- 
alized and it is proved that every object of +?(@, T) is homogeneous in 
this sense, where a @object is Eckmann and Hilton’s generalization of 
a group. Finally, in section 5 we consider a, few examples which illustrate 
our results (also see remark 5.4). 
Q 2. PRELIMINARIES 
Unless otherwise stated, the indices i and j will always run through 
arbitrary index sets. 
Let %9 be any category. For any object X of %? we denote by N(X) 
the class of all monies in 9 with terminal object (range) X. The equivalence 
relation N in M(X), defined by: 01 N p if and only if there exists an 
equivalence 0 such that 01 =,M, gives rise to equivalence classes in M(X) 
which will be the subobjects of X. We assume that all the subobjects 
of X form a set M*(X). The subobject determined by an DI E M(X) will 
be denoted by a* f M*(X). 
We will frequently consider the partial order _C on M*(X) defined by: 
CC* C ,0* if and only if there exists a morphism y (necessarily unique and 
manic) such that ol=py. The intersection (g.1.b.) and union (1.u.b.) of 
arbitrary families (cQ*), 011 “E M*(X) are defined as usual and denoted by 
f-J lxi* and lJi OIL* respectively. These satisfy the commutative and gener- 
alized associative laws. 
If f : E -+ P is a morphism of %?, the image of 01* E M*(E) under f will 
be denoted by f(a*), i.e. f(a*) =p* where fa=Py for p manic and some y, 
and if fee = p’y’ for another manic /3’ and some y’, then there exists a unique 
6 such that 6y=y’ and /3’S = p. If y is epic f(a*) is called an epimorphic 
image of A!* under f. The inverse image of ,&* E M*(F) under f will be 
denoted by f-1(/l*), i.e. f-1(/3*)=ol* where (y, CC) is a pullback for (f, p) for 
some y. It is easily verified that f-1(&* n /5’*) =f-I(&*) n f-l@*) for all 
01*, p* E M*(F), whenever it makes sense. 
We will also permit ourselves to make use freely of the notation and 
results of [3]. We briefly note some of these. Let %? be any D-category, 
i.e. 5% has finite direct products and zero morphisms denoted by 0. (For 
the sake of convenience we will, as in [3], consider D-categories although 
some of our statements will also hold in categories with finite direct 
products but without zero morphisms.) If E x F is the direct product of 
the objects E and P of % andpi:Exli’-+E, pg:ExF+F then for 
any fl: X --f E, f2 : X --+ J’ the unique morphism f : X + E x F such that 
plf = fl and p,zf =f2, will be denoted by {fl, fz). Note that {0, O>= 0 and 
(~1, pz) = 1, the identity. If f : E -+ E’, g: F -+ F’ are given, we write 
{fpl, gp2)= f x g. We will often use the rules : {fl, fz)h= {flh, fzh}, 
(91 x c72)(fls f2)= {glfl, gzf2) and (gl x gz)(fl x fz) =glfl x gzfz, which hold 
whenever they make sense. Furthermore, if f and g are monies so is f x g. 
An g-object in f9 is a pair (A, a), A an object of V and a: A x A --f A 
12 Indagationes 
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a morphism of %?. Eckmann and Hilton imposed the following axioms 
on @-objects : 
I. (Zero as unit): a{l,O)=a{O,1}=1: A--+AxB-+A 
II. (Associativity) : a(a x 1) = a( 1 x CL),U where ,U is the canonical equiva- 
lence ~={~i~i,~axl): (AxA)xA+Ax(AxA). 
III. (Existence of an inverse): There exists an s: A -+ A such that 
a(1, s}=(n{s, l}=O: A -+ A x A -+ A. 
IV. (Commutativity) : ax = (c : A x A -+ A, where 3c is the canonical 
equivalence x = {pa, pi) : A x A + A x A. 
An i&J-object satisfying the following combinations of I-IV is called 
as indicated: I, an H-object; II, an d-object; I and II, an m-object; 
I, II and III, a C-object; I, II and IV, an ACH-object,; I, II, III and IV, 
a CC-object. 
We will use the symbol _U to denote any one of the symbols a, A_, 
a, AH, _G, ACH or Cd. A homomorphism of V-objects (A, a) and (B, b) 
is a morphism f : A -+ B of %? such that fa= b(f x f). 
For more details the reader is referred to [3]. 
$ 3. T-OBJECTS AND T-MORPKI~MS 
We wish to impose the following axioms on an arbitrary category %?: 
Al: For every object X of %? the set M*(X) of all subobjects of X has 
unions and finite intersections. 
As: V satisfies Al and lJJ& olv*)= (7y=“=,(Ui aif*), for all ~j* E M*(X) 
and any object X of ‘8’. 
As : ‘37 satisfies Aa, has inverse images and for any f : A -+ B of %, 
f-l( UC oIg*) = lJi f-+6(*), for all 01(* E N*(B). 
We now define 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let 9? be any category satisfying Al. A T-object 
in %? is a pair (E, z), E an object of %? and -c a subset of M*(E) satisfying: 
(i) If oci* E z then Ui m* G z. 
(ii) If oli* E z for every i= 1, 2, . . ., n then nr=_, 01i* E r. 
We will call z a T-structure on E. Furthermore, if (E, z) and (E, z’) 
are T-objects and z is a subset of z’, we will say that z is smaller than z’ 
and write ZQ z’. We now prove 
3.2. THEOREM. Let % be any category satisfying AZ. If (E, z) is a 
T-object in V and m: E’ --+ E any fixed manic in 9 then (E’, 7’) is also 
a T-object, where -c’ is defined by: An oc* E M*(E’) belongs to z’ if and 
only if there exists a /3* E z such that (ma)* =/3* n m”. 
We will call z’ a z-induced T-structure on E’. 
PROOF. Let oci* E z’. We will prove that 01* = IJ, 016~ E t’. Now, for 
every i there exists a ,&* E z such that (mat)* =&* n m”. We first show 
that (mm)* = lJi (m&i)*. Let 01r* = lJi (molt)*. Obviously, 012* C oc*. Hence 
(mar)* C (ma)*. Hence, 01i* C (mol)*. Conversely, rn~li=rnoli. Hence (molt)* C 
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Cm”. Hence, 01r* Cm*, i.e. there exists an “17 such that oll=mq. Now, 
(mm)* C 01r* =(rnq)*. Hence oci* C q*, so that 01* Z y” and therefore 
(ma)* c (Yq)* = 01r*. It follows that (ma)* =011* = IJi (mat)*. Thus 
(fm)* = $J (m)* = $J (pi* n m*) = ($,J pi*) n m*, 
and since Ui /3~* E -c it follows that 01~ = Ui olg* E z’. 
The verification of 3.l(ii) for z’ is similar. 
We will now prove a few useful propositions which will be needed in 
the sequel. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let % be any category with finite direct products 
and inverse images. Let E and F be objects of 9 and let pi : E x F -+ E, 
~2: E XP -+ P be the projections. Then pl-I(&*)=(& x lF)* for any 
a* E H*(E) and pz-I(&*)= (1~ xa)* for any a* E &F(F). 
PROOF. 
diagram 
Let o( ,* E n/r*(E) and let B be the domain of 01. Consider the 
Pl 
A: Y l +----- AxP 
B 
----+ 
Y: 
Y Pl P2 
E+------ExF------+F 
where (/!I, 011) is a pullback for (pl, a). Hence, plocl=~$ and pl-1(01*)=01~* 
Clearly, pl(a x 1) =pl(apl, pz)=apl, so that there exists a unique y such 
that ,Jy=pl and oc x 1 =olly. Furthermore, by the definition of direct 
products, there exists a unique y’ such that ply’ =/I and pay’ =p2al. Now, 
(x x 1 =olry implies (a x l)* C 01r*. 
Conversely, pl(ol x l)y’=ap~y’=a/J=ploll and pz(a x l)y’=p~y’=p~a~. 
Hence, (01 x 1)~’ = (231, p2>( lxx l)y'={&x l)y',p2(01x qy')={plo11,pp2~1}= 
= {pl, ps}a1=011, so that 011* _C (a x l)*. Therefore, pl-l(d)=01~* = (a x l)*. 
Similarly, p2-l(01”) = (1 x a)* for all 01* E N*(F). 
We shall call a category %’ a D’-category if it has finite direct products, 
finite intersections, images, and if E, F are objects of $9 and 01r*, ocs* 
E M*(E), /?I*, ,&* E M*(F). then pr(y*)=o11* n 012* andps(y*) =j31* n p2*, 
where y* = ((~1 x PI)* n (CQ x ps)* E iW*(E x F). 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Any D-category ‘+? with finite intersections and 
images is also a D’-category. 
PROOF. We prove thatpr(y*) =01r* n ois*. Letpl(y*)=d*, 01r* n a2* =E* 
and let A and B be the domains of 011 and ,& respectively. 
Consider the diagram 
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'1 
Y Y '\YY CT 
EXIT: 
-. - - ,_ -+ 
A 
mx/.% 
A 
A 
Pl 
Y 
xB 
where pl denotes first projections, ql= (1, 0) and ply=&& for some &. 
Now, y* C (011 x ,&)*, i.e. there exists a G such that y= (~lr x ,&)o. Since 
pry =pr(oll x ,&)o=ollplo, there exists a il such that 261 =plo and olrjl= 6, 
which implies 6* C CQ*. Similarly, 6* c 01s* so that 6* C a*. 
Conversely, .a* _C CQ* which implies (41s)” _C (qm)*. Now, (a1 x ,&)ql= 
={ww plp2}ql=(~l, O}={l, O}a1= q 1011. Hence, (qml)” Z (011 x PI)* so that 
(q1.s)” C (011 x PI)*. Similarly, (ql&)* C (CQ x /?a)*. Therefore (PIG)* C y*, i.e. 
there exists a 5 such that qlE=y[. We have 6&~=ptllyC=plqle=e so that 
E* _C 6’. Hence, ~&*)=cxI* n a2*. 
p2(y*)=/31* n p2* is proved similarly. 
3.5. THEOREM. Let V be any D’-category with finiteintersections and 
images. For any objects E and P of ‘4’ and any”+* E M*(E), pi* E M*(P), 
i=l, 2, . ..) n, it holds that 
ii (OliX/%,*=(~xp,*, 
i=l 
where 01* = ny=_, m* and p* = ndl pi*. 
PROOF. We give the proof for n = 2, the generalization to any finite 
n being easily achieved. 
Let y* =(a1 xpr)* n (as x/32)*. Now, a*=olr* n CXZ* CQ* and ,8*= 
=pl* n p2* Cpl*. H ence (a x ,B) * C (0~1 x /3r) * . Similarly, (01 x p) * C (012 x B2) * 
so that (N x/3)* C y*. 
Conversely, pr(y*)=a* and p&*)=/3*. Hence, there exist ai, fir such 
that ply =,x011 and pay = ppr. Therefore, there exists a w such that pl w =011 
andp2~=/3l.Now, ~={~1,~2)y={ply,p2~}={~~l,rB~1}=(~xP){~l,~1)= 
(01 x p) (~1 w, pzw}= (01 x ,8) w. Hence, y* 2 (01 x /3)*, which completes the 
proof. 
We are now able to prove 
3.6. THEOREM. Let V be any D’-category with images and satisfying 
AZ. If (E, Z) and (F, z’) are T-objects in V, then (E x P, 7”) is a T-object 
in V where r” is defined by: An a* E M*(E x F) belongs to Z” if and only 
if there exists /3,* E z and l/i* E Z’ such that 01* = Ui (/$ x yi)*. 
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We will write Z” = z x z’ and call (E x P, z x z’) the T-product of (A’, z) 
and (a, z’). 
PROOF. Firstly, let OIJ”* E z”. We prove that 01* = Ui cq* E z”. For every 
fixed i there exists /?gj* E z and ytj* E z’ such that q+ = Ui (/& x yfj)*. Now 
oL*=uaj*=u u (pijxygf)*=u (p@xy@)* ET”. 
i i z i. i 
Secondly, let q” E 7” for i = 1,2, . . . , n. We prove that 01* = ny=“=, o”j* E z”. 
For every fixed j=l, 2, . . . . n there exist pij* E z and ytij* E t’ such that 
q* = tJi (/& x y+j)*. Hence, 
a*= ii u (/&xyq)“= LJ ;i (pzjxy6j)*= u (/%xyi)*, 
i=l i i i=l z 
where /?i* = nyEL=, ,&j* and yt* = (7:=“=, ye* for all i, by 3.5. Since, /3i* E z 
and y$+ E Z’ we have oc* E 7”. 
We define T-morphisms as follows: 
3.7. DEFINITION. Let %? be any category satisfying Al and having 
inverse images. If (E, t) and (F, z’) are T-objects in $?, a morphism 
f:E+F of V is a T-morphism (with respect to z and 7’) if f-1(&*) E z 
for every CC* E 7’. 
The verification of the following proposition is left to the reader. 
3.8. PROPOSITION. Let V be any category satisfying AI and having 
inverse images. Then 
(i) For every T-object (E, t) in 59, 1~ is a T-morphism. 
(ii) For any T-objects (E, z), (F, z’) and (0, z”) in $7, and any T-morphisms 
f : E + P, g: P -+ G, the composition gf : E -+ G is a T-morphism. 
(iii) If (E, z) is any T-object in %? and if m: E’ + E is any manic in V, 
then m is a T-morphism (with respect to t and the t-induced T- 
structure z’). 
(iv) If V has zero morphisms and (E, t) and (B’, z’) are T-objects in %’ 
then 0: E --f P is a T-morphism. 
We have 
3.9. REMARK. It follows from 3.8 that, if k? is any category having 
inverse images and satisfying A1 then we may form a new category %(T) 
having as objects all T-objects in %? and as morphisms all T-morphisms 
in 97, We will call Q?(T) the complete T-primitive category over the 
underlying category %. 
Next, we prove 
3.10. THEOREM. Let %7 be any D’-category with images and inverse 
images and satisfying AZ. If (E, z) and (F, z’) are T-objects in 9, then 
z x Z’ is the smallest T-structure on E x F such that the projections 
~1: E x F + E and ~2: E x F --f F are T-morphisms. 
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PROOF. For any 01* E z we have, by 3.3 that pr-I(“*) = (01 x 1)" E z x t' 
so that ~1 is a T-morphism. Similarly, p2 is a T-morphism. 
Let zr be any other T-structure on E XP such that ~1 and pz are 
T-morphisms (with respect to zr and z and with respect to zr and t’ 
respectively). For any OL* E z x z’ there exist pi* E z, yg* E z’ such that 
a*= U @xyt)*= U H/%x IF)* n (l~xyt)*], by 3.5 
i i 
= U [PI-~(/%*) n p2-l(yz*), by 3.3 
and since pr and pz are T-morphisms, 01* E tr, so that t x z’ Q~I.. 
3.11. THEOREM. Let 59 be any D-category with images and inverse 
images and satisfying Aa. If (E, z), (J’, z’) and (G, z”) are T-objects in V, 
then any two morphisms fr : E + P, f2: E -+ G are T-morphisms if and 
only if f = (fl, /a>: E --f F x G is a T-morphism. 
PROOF. Let f = (fl, f2) b e a T-morphism. From 3.8 (ii) and 3.10 it 
follows that pr f = fl and pa f = fg are T-morphisms. 
Conversely, let fl and f2 be T-morphisms. We have to prove that 
f-+x*) E -c for any OI* E z’ x 7’. Now, for any 01* E -c’ x z” there exist ,&* E z’, 
1/1* E Z” such that a* = lJi (/lz x yt)*. Hence, 
f-l y (162 x y4* = u f-Y/& x yaj* 
2 
= U f-l[(/$ x l)* n (1 x yi)*], by 3.5 
= $J f-l[pr’(rsi*) n ~2-~(yi*)I, by 3.3 
= u [f-lpl-l(/3i*) n f-1p2-1(Yi*)l 
= U [frYPi*) n f2-%4*)] E Z, 
i 
which completes the proof. 
We conclude this section with the following two remarks: 
(a) The work of C. EHRESMANN on structured categories (see [5]) gave 
rise to the concept of topological objects in general categories (see [l], 
pp. 84-86). We will show that, if %? is a balanced category (every morphism 
of g which is both manic and epic is an equivalence) with epimorphic 
images and satisfying Al, then any T-object (E, z) in %? induces a functor 
XE : V + Top, the category of topological spaces and continuous mappings, 
such that E together with 8~ becomes a topological object. We construct 
8s as follows: Let X be any object of V. For every 01* E n/r*(X) and every 
/3* E z, put W(OI*, l*)={f\f E Horn (X, E), f(a*) C p*}. The sets W(LY*, p*) 
form a subbasis for a topology on Horn (X, E), which we denote by -CA-. 
Now, put Ss(X)=(H om (X, E), zx) for any object X of %‘, and SE(%) = 
= Nom (u, 1~‘) : Horn (X, E) -+ Horn (X’, E), for any morphism a: X’ -+ X 
of $7. SE(U) is continuous with respect to zx and ZX~, since for every 
i; E Horn (X, E), 01” E M*(X) and p* E z, we have: f~ E W(OI*, p*) if and 
only if f E W(u(ol*), ,P), which holds since f~(~*)=f(u(~*)) (see [6], p. 12, 
Cor. 10.3). Hence we have a contravariant functor 8~: %? -+ Top. Clearly, 
hE = CXs, where hE = Horn ( - , E) : $5 -+ Ens and C: Top -+ Ens denotes 
the ,forgetful fun&or. Hence, E together with Ss is a topological object. 
(b) Let %? be any category satisfying Aa and let (E, z) be any T-object 
in %‘. The T-structure z induces a Grothendieck topology (see for example 
[l], p. 46) in the following way: Let Cut E be the category whose objects 
are the elements of z. For any a*, p* E z we either have : (i) a* C p”, 
in which case we define HomoatE (a”, p*)=(y), where y is the unique 
manic such that ~~=py, or (ii) IX* $ /?“, in which case HomCatE(K*, p*) =8. 
Let Cov E be the set of all families (yi), where {yi>= HornCatE(at*, a*) 
and it holds that lJi 01(* =01*. It is easily verified that Cat E together 
with Cov E form a Grothendieck topology. 
4. PRIMITIVE TOPOLOGICAL CATEGORIES 
We will now combine the idea of T-objects with that of iJ-objects in 
general D-categories.1 We define 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let %9 be a D-category with images, inverse images 
and satisfying As. A (u, T)-object in $9 is a triple (A, a, z), (A, a) a 
Q-object and (A, z) a T-object in 9, such that: (i) a: A x A --f A is a 
T-morphism (with respect to z x t and z), and (ii). If A has an inverse 
s: A -+ A then it is a T-morphism. 
If V is any category satisfying the same conditions as in 4.1 and, 
if (A, a, z) and (B; b, z’) are (Q, T)-objects in %?, then f: A + B is a 
T-homomorphism if it is a homomorphism (with respect to a and b) 
as well as a T-morphism (with respect to z and z’). 
Now, let V be any D-category with images and inverse images and 
satisfying AZ. The category consisting of all (a, T)-objects in % and all T- 
homomorphisms between them, will be called the complete (a, T)-primitive 
category over the underlying category V, and will be denoted by q(Q, T). 
We have 
4.2. THEOREM. Let 9? be any D-category with images and inverse 
images and satisfying AS. If (A, a, z) and (B; b, z’) are any objects of 
%(a, T) then (A x B, cc # b, z x z’) also belongs to %(c, T), where a # b: 
(A x B) x (A x B) + A x B is defined by: a # b = {a(pl xp~), b(pz xpz)). 
PROOF. We know from [3], 4.12 that (A x B, a # b) is a Q-object, 
since (A, a) and (B, b) are a-objects. By 3.6 (A x B, t x z’) is a T-object. 
1 In the sequel, substitute D by D’ if zero morphisms are not required, i.e. if 
_U-objects do not satisfy I and/or III (see $2). 
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We will prove that a # b is a T-morphism. Since projections of T- 
products are T-morphisms (3.10) we have by 3.8 (ii) and 3.11 that 
p1 xp;al= (~1~1, plp~} is a T-morphism. Similarly, pz xpz is a T-morphism. 
By assumption a and b are T-morphisms so that, once again by 3.8 (ii) 
and 3.11, it follows that a # b is a T-morphism. 
If A and B have inverses s : A --f A and s’ : B -+ B respectively, they 
are T-morphisms by assumption. Then A x B has inverse s x s’ : A x B -+ 
--f A x 23, since 
a # b{s x s', l)={a(ppl xp%pl), b(p2 xpz)){{~P1, S’Pz}, l>- 
= (a(spl, PI), b(dp2, PZ}) = (a@, 1lp1, his’, 11 P2) = 1% 0) = 0, 
and similarly, a # b{l, s x s’>= 0. That s x s’= {sp1; s’pz} is a T-morphism 
follows directly from 3.8 (ii) and 3.11. 
We now define 
4.3. DEFINITION. Let (A, a) be an M-object in any D-category %?. 
Then (B, b) is an m-restriction of (A, a) if: (i) (B, b) is an B-object in g, 
(ii) there exists a manic m: B + A which is a homomorphism, i.e. mb = 
=a(m x m). (iii) If A has an inverse s then B has an inverse s’ satisfying 
ms’ = sm. 
The verification of the following proposition is left to the reader. 
4.4, PROPOSITION. If (A, a) is a a-object in a D-category %? then 
any m-restriction (B, b) of (A, a) is also a g-object in 9. 
Next, we prove 
4.5. THEOREM. Let 97 be any D-category with images and inverse 
images and sat’isfying AZ. If (A, a, Z) is any object of U(Q, T) and if 
(B, b) is any m-restriction of (A, a) then (B, b. 7’) also belongs to %(a, T), 
where z’ is the z-induced T-structure on B. 
PROOF. By 4.4 (B, b) is a a-object in %? and we know that (B, z’) 
is a T-object in %?. We will prove that b: B x B --f B is a T-morphism. 
Let 01* E z’. We show that b-l(a*) E Z’ x z’. There exists a p* E z such 
that (ma)*=m* n p*. It is easily verified that m-1(/3*) =a*. Since a is 
a T-morphism, a-l@‘*) E z x Z. Now, m x m is also a manic so that by 
3.8 (iii), (m x m)-la-l@*) E -c’ x z’. Hence, b-1(&*) = b-lm-l(P*) = (mb)-l(B*) = 
= [a(m x m)]-1(/l*) = (m x m)-la-l(j3”) E z’ x t’, which proves the assertion. 
If A has an inverse s: A + A, which is a T-morphism by assumption, 
then by 4.3 (iii) B has an inverse s’ : B + B satisfying ms’ =sm. The 
proof that s’ is a T-morphism, is similar to that for b above. 
We will now generalize the definition of homogeneous topological spaces 
and the fact that topological groups are homogeneous, to general categories. 
First consider the axiom 
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Aa: For any object X of a category V there exists a non-empty subset 
Hx of Horn (X, X) defined by: 01 E Horn (X, X) belongs to HZ if 
and only if elf =a for all f E Horn (X, X). 
It is easily verified that 
4.6. PROPOSITION. For any c-object (A, a) in a D-category %’ satis- 
fying Aq, HA is a g-object in the category Ensa of based sets and base 
point preserving mappings. 
4.7. DEFINITION. Let 9 be any category with inverse images and 
satisfying 81 and Ad. A T-object (A, z) in % is homogeneous if: (i) Every 
01 E HA is a T-morphism. (ii) For all 01, /3 E HA there exists an equivalence 
O&p E Horn (A, A) such that Oab a = ,8 and both ~9~s and O,-,” are T-morphisms. 
4.8. THEOREM. If $? is any D-category with images and inverse 
images and satisfying A3 and Aq, then any object of V(@, T) is homo- 
geneous. 
PROOF. Let (A, a, z) be any object of V(Q, T) and let s be the inverse 
of A. For every 01 E HA, fa E Horn (A, A) defined by fN=cc(l, E} is an 
equivalence. This follows from 
fafsa=a{l, cx}f%.?=a{/&%, cX}=cb(a(l, SOI}, cX)=.@X l){(l, SOI}, a>= 
=a(1 x a)pu((l, SOI}, a)=a(l xa){l, {SC%, L%}}=a..{l, cc@, l>Ag=n(l, o}= 1, 
and similarly fSN fa = 1. 
Furthermore, for every a E HA, fa is a T-morphism (hence also fsa), 
which follows from the fact that a, 1 and 01 are T-morphisms, together 
with 3.11 and 3.8 (ii). 
Now, for all oc, ,8 E HA we define C&B E Horn (A, A) by O,p=f,, where 
y = a{m, /?} . By th e above, O&b is an equivalence and both i3,~ and f3$ are 
T-morphisms. Finally, 
eaj3ix = a(oI, a{sLx, /3}} = a( 1 x c&)(01, (SOI, p>> = a(a x l)@{n, {Soi, B}} = 
= a(a x l)((ol, set :, a>=+{L +, P>=@, P)=@4 l}B=P, 
which proves the theorem. 
EXAMPLES 
The most important examples of our work are obtained when we put 
the underlying category % = Ens, the category of sets and mappings, and 
%?=Enso, the category of based sets and base point preserving mappings. 
This is not surprising since most of the important mathematical objects 
are basically sets equipped with additional structure, for example, semi- 
groups, groups, modules, vector spaces, topological spaces, differentiable 
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manifolds, etc. Otherwise stated, most of the important categories have 
‘9 = Ens or %?= Enso as underlying category. Hence, 
5.1. Let %?=Ens. Subobjects of a set are subsets if we agree to as- 
sociate with a given subset the subobject determined by the canonical 
injection (see [2], p. 14). Intersections and unions (in categorical sense) 
coincide with the usual intersection and union of sets. If we adopt the usual 
convention that n7iC o XC =X and Uic o Xi =o for any set X with subsets 
XZ, then it is clear that the concepts of T-objects and T-morphisms in 
Ens are equivalent to that of topological spaces and continuous mappings 
respectively. Hence, if % = Ens, q(T) is the category Top of all topological 
spaces and continuous mappings. 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.6 generalize the well-known facts that subsets 
of topological spaces (by using the induced topology), and products of topo- 
logical spaces (with the usual product topology) are topological spaces. 
A_-objects in Ens are semigroups and homomorphisms of d-objects are 
homomorphisms of semigroups, so that (A, T)-objects in Ens are topo- 
logical semigroups and T-homomorphisms are continuous homomorphisms. 
Hence, if 9?= Ens, %(A, T) is the category of all topological semigroups 
and continuous homomorphisms. The results of section 4 are therefore 
applicable to %?(A, T). 
5.2. Let ??=Enso. T-objects and T-morphisms in Enso are precisely 
based topological spaces and base point preserving continuous mappings 
respectively. Since A-objects, &-objects, &objects, etc. in Enso are 
based semigroups, monoids, groups, etc. respectively, it is easily seen 
that, ‘%?(A_, T) is the category of all based topological semigroups and base 
point preserving continuous homomorphisms, %?(a, T) is the category 
of all topological monoids and continuous homomorphisms, %‘(e, T) is 
the category of all topological groups and continuous homomorphisms, 
etc. It is immediate that the results 4.2 and 4.3 are applicable to all the 
above categories. Theorem 4.8 generalizes the fact that every topological 
group is a homogeneous space, to general categories. 
5.3. Let ‘Z=Top, the category of all topological spaces and continuous 
mappings. Subobjects of a topological space (X, z) are subsets equipped 
with a topology finer than that induced by z. Note that the same subset 
equipped with two different topologies which are both finer than the 
induced topology, yield different subobjects of (X, z). Now, let (A{, zi) 
be any family of subobjects of (X, z). Then ni (Ai, ~6) is the ni At with 
the greatest lower bound of the topologies induced by the -CZ, while 
lJ,(.&, ~2) is the u, Ai with the least upper bound of the 51. The interpre- 
tation of T-structures in Top is immediate. 
A-objects (resp. &-objects) in Top are topological semigroups (resp. 
commutative semigroups). The meaning of %?(A, T) and the applicability 
of the results of section 4 are now obvious. 
We conclude with 
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5.4. REMARK. Clearly many more examples arise by taking the 
underlying category $7 to be any other well-known category, which we 
do not intend to do here. 
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